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OUR SOCIETAL IMPACT
Key Highlights of May 2023

10800+
Free Eye Screenings 

Conducted 

1400+
School Children's Eye 

Screenings Completed

200+
Cataract Surgeries Sponsored 

To Needy 

4700+
Spectacles Dispensed In 

290 Communities

100+ 
Good Vision Technicians & 

Optometrists 
Associated With Us

Areas of Operation: Odisha, Jharkhand and West Bengal



Community Eye Camp Conducted 
At Jobra, Cuttack In Odisha

The Byabasayaka Association, joined by the compassionate 
team at Care Netram, organized a community eye camp that 
left a profound impact. 

We are thrilled to share the incredible success of this event, as 100+ patients received

comprehensive eye tests, ushering them towards a brighter vision of the future.

The camp also played a pivotal role in identifying and providing necessary care to several individuals

suffering from cataracts, igniting a renewed spark of hope in their lives.



Jagatpur Industry's Eye Screening 
Event Brings Joy and Clarity

In a remarkable initiative organized by Ashok Samal, an eye screening camp took place on May 25 in

Jagatpur's bustling industrial area. The event aimed to improve the vision and well-being of the

workers in the region.

40+ individuals eagerly participated in the eye tests, seeking a clearer path to a brighter future.

20+ needy beneficiaries received perfect glasses to support their vision.

The event proved to be a significant milestone in the lives of these individuals, as they could now

navigate their daily tasks with ease and confidence.



Care Netram's Camp in Rasulgada GGP Colony, 
Odisha Sparks Hope and Generosity

In a heartwarming collaboration, Care Netram organized a 

transformative eye camp in Rasulgada GGP Colony, Odisha.

40+ beneficiaries received much-needed eye care services, 15+ individuals received vision

supporting eye wears, enhancing their vision and instilling newfound confidence.

Furthermore, the camp extended its generosity to the rural school children by donating free pairs

of glasses, supporting their visual well-being.



Eye Care for The Corporates

Care Netram's Transformative Eye Camp at Hindalco Pvt. Ltd. 

Sambalpur from Aditya Birla

Care Netram organized a community eye camp at Hindalco Pvt. Ltd. in Hirakud, Sambalpur district.

With a duration of four days, from May 10, 2023, to May 14, 2023, this camp aimed to address the

eye health concerns of the hardworking staffs at the company.

450+ patients at Hindalco Pvt. Ltd. benefitted from our eye screening camp and 45+ individuals

received vision supporting eye-wears which in turn will improve their productivity.

The impact of this camp resonated deeply with Hindalco Pvt. Ltd., and they expressed heartfelt

gratitude for the exceptional services provided by Care Netram.



Eye Camp At the Fish Market 

In the heart of the bustling fish market, an eye camp on May 9th, 

2023, brought a glimmer of hope for the locals. 

70+ people eagerly lined up for a free eye checkup, provided by the dedicated team from Care

Netram. 60+ individuals were provided with vision supporting eye wears.

In a world consumed by busy schedules and overlooked health concerns, the residents of the fish

market realized the significance of the eye care services.



Navigating The World With New 
Found Confidence

Care Netram's Impact on Medhashri Mohapatra's Life 

- A specially abled 

Medhashri Mohapatra, a 25-year-old specially abled lady, faced challenges in accessing essential eye

care services. Unable to venture outside for an eye test due to her condition, she was left struggling

with her outdated glasses.

Recognizing her plight, Care Netram stepped in with their innovative home eye test service,

transforming Medhashri's life. She received a comprehensive eye examination within the comfort of

her own surroundings and a new pair of eye-wears.

With this simple act, Care Netram's services not only improved her vision but also empowered her to 

navigate the world with greater confidence and ease.



Spreading Light & Hope Amongst 
The Needy

Beneficiary Name: Sudama Devi
Age: 50 Years 

Sudama Devi, a 50-year-old resident of Krishnapuri, Bihar, lived a life of poverty and hardship. As she

worked in the households of others in the city, she struggled with her vision, especially when it came

to seeing objects from a distance.

Determined to improve her eyesight, Sudama Devi visited our eye camp where she received a

comprehensive eye checkup. We provided her with vision supporting eye wears for as low as INR 50.

Overwhelmed with gratitude, Sudama Devi's face lit up as she put on her new glasses.

As a poor woman working in others' homes, I couldn't afford proper eyeglasses to improve my

vision. But when I visited their eye camp, they not only checked my eyes but also provided me with

spectacles at a discounted price. Now, I can see clearly, and I am forever grateful to Care Netram for

their kindness and support.

“

Sudama Devi

Krishnapuri, Bihar’’



A World Of Clarity Unfolded 
With Clear Vision

Beneficiary Names :
Kalawati Devi of 56 years 
Sarnya Srivastava of 12 years 

In the vibrant neighborhood of Argora Housing Colony, a special eye camp was organized by Care

Netram. Both Kalawati Devi, aged 56, and Sarnya Srivastava faced difficulties in seeing objects from a

distance, prompting them to seek help at the camp.

Care Netram provided them with suitable spectacles. As the glasses were put on, a world of clarity

unfolded before their eyes. Kalawati Devi and Sarnya Srivastava radiated joy and gratitude,

overwhelmed by the newfound ability to see clearly.

Care Netram has truly changed my life. With their help, I can now see clearly, and it has made a

significant difference in my life. I am forever grateful for their support and blessings.

“
Kalawati Devi, 

Argora Housing Colony’’



Good Vision For Better Performance 
& Productivity

Care Netram's Eye Test Camp at Reliance Smart Point, Jamshedpur

Care Netram organized a free eye test camp at the bustling Reliance Smart Point in Jamshedpur. With

the participation of all employees, the camp aimed to ensure optimal eye health for everyone. The

dedicated team from Care Netram extended their services to the staff and customers, offering

comprehensive eye checkups and expert guidance.

With smiles on their faces, the photo captured the heartfelt connection between the Reliance Smart 

Point staff and the Care Netram team, showcasing the unity in their shared mission of promoting 

good vision and well-being.



I am extremely grateful to Care Netram for organizing this eye test camp at our workplace. Their

thorough examinations and valuable guidance have allowed me to understand and address my vision

needs. This initiative has truly made a positive impact on our lives, ensuring a clearer vision for a

brighter future.

“

Reliance Smart Point Staff, 

Jamshedpur ’’



Revitalizing Healthcare in the 
Pahari Village in Odisha

Care Netram's Journey to Gerua Basti

In the serene village of Gerua Basti, nestled beneath a small hill, the absence of medical facilities

posed a significant challenge for its 200 inhabitants.

Care Netram's team returned to Gerua Basti to organize a free eye checkup camp. They set out to

provide accessible eye care services, going above and beyond to address the unique challenges of

the community.

Through their compassionate efforts, they aimed to bring the gift of clear vision and improved

healthcare to the people of this Pahari village, forging a path towards a healthier future for all.



The Gift of Sight 

Care Netram Sponsors Cataract Surgery To Those In Need 

Beneficiary Name: Babata Bhoi
Of 65 Years

I had been suffering from poor vision and was unable to seek medical help due to poor financial

condition. Thankfully, Care Netram organized a camp in Bhoisahi, and I underwent an eye test there.

The doctors diagnosed me with cataracts. The next day, they arranged transportation to a hospital

where I received a free eye operation. Now, I can see properly and regain my independence. I am

immensely grateful to Care Netram for restoring my sight and enabling me to carry out my daily

activities. Thank you!

“

Babata Bhoi

’’



Beneficiary Name: Rabi Samal Of 
65 Years

After the eye test, the doctor informed me about my cataract condition. To my relief, Care Netram

promptly arranged transportation to the hospital for a free eye operation. Now, I can see clearly and

resume my daily tasks with joy and independence. I am immensely grateful to Care Netram for

restoring my sight and transforming my life.

“

Rabi Samal

’’



Our Impact Through Permanent 
Vision Care Centres

While I was at the store, I noticed the ODG (Optical Display Glasses) on display. They explained to me

the excellent quality of the ODG and its features, and I was really impressed. The best part was that

it was available at an affordable price. I liked it so much that I decided to purchase an ODG for

myself. I'm thrilled with my new glasses and grateful to the staff at Care Netram for introducing me

to this amazing product

“

Dadhibaman Dash

Customer Name - Dadhibaman Dash, 
A 17 Year Old Student

’’



I came to get a free eye test along with my parents. I've been having a lot of trouble with my near

eyesight, especially while studying. It was hard for me to see things clearly up close. I received my

new glasses, and it's already making a big difference! I can see much better now. I'm so happy with

my new glasses, and I'm grateful to the team at Care Netram

“

Adarsh Abhinab

Customer Name - Adarsh Abhinab, 
A class 2 student

’’
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